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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This video briefly explains what the Grammar of Graphics is and serves as a basic introduction.�The grammar of graphics essentially provides a standard set of guidelines on converting data into effective visualizations.�



GRAMMAR 
(noun)

‘The basic elements of an area of knowledge or skill’.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First, let’s define Grammar:�Broadly, it is ‘the basic elements of an area of knowledge or skill’.�It’s the building blocks that allow us to communicate and describe a particular area of knowledge.�This week (and for this whole module), we are specifically applying this type of building block idea around data visualisation.�The first step in thinking about data visualisation is to recognize that good graphics are built upon an underlying grammar.�



The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.

ELEMENTS

ARTICLE THE

ADJECTIVE QUICK BROWN

NOUN FOX

VERB JUMPS

PREPOSITION OVER

ARTICLE THE

ADJECTIVE LAZY

NOUN DOG
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Presentation Notes
�What may help us understand and wrap our heads around the Grammar of Graphics is to compare it to the grammar of the english language. �Let’s look at this well-know sentence in English:��The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.��Every word in this sentence has a clear grammatical definition.When we write basic text in the English language, we carefully choose the grammatical elements so that we can clearly communicate a very specific message.�If we changed any of the grammatical elements of this sentence it would change the meaning - sometimes this is subtle, or a dramatic change. For example, if we change an adjective, verb or noun in the ‘quick brown fox’ sentence it could really change the meaning - for example if the dog was angry, or what if the fox was a cow. This changes our perspective completely.This same concept also applies to data visualisation, where graphics are built on an underlying grammar. ��



THE GRAMMAR OF GRAPHICS

Mainly associated with Leland
Wilkinson

• and developed by Hadley
Wickham

Why are we talking about it?
• Framework for thinking about 

any graphs

• Heavily used in statistical
computing
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Presentation Notes
The grammar of graphics is a plotting framework developed by Leland Wilkinson and published in his 1999 book, The Grammar of Graphics.�It was further developed by Hadley Wickam - who applied the concept of layers.�Essentially, graphics are made up of distinct layers of grammatical elements, and this is what the GG stands for in ggplot - which we used in last week’s worksheet and we will be using throughout the semester.�The Grammar of Graphics is a framework for thinking and producing graphics, and it is heavily used in statistical programming. Understanding the different layers of creating graphs will help you understand how to make good graphs, as well as how to critique them when you see them in your research, in the media and so on.��



Ggplot helps us use the layers

It provides a structure to 
combine different graphical 
elements into figures - that will 
ultimately help display data in 
a meaningful way.

THE ‘Layers’ of the GRAMMAR OF GRAPHICS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Using ggplot allows us to learn the building blocks that will help us create hundreds of different graphs. It provides a structure to combine different graphical elements into figures - that will ultimately help display data in a meaningful way. �Don’t worry if you find this week a little confusing - everyone has this reaction when they first come to the layers of the Grammar of Graphics. We will be using these concepts all semester so I promise it will all make perfect sense as times goes on and you’ve applied what you learned this week! Essentially, this is the theoretical framework for the basis of this module.�I have added Wickam’s article as supplementary material for the week - please do go read it after you have watched these videos if you are interested in learning more about the Grammar of Graphics!���
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